For our Future, Freedom and our Children
The Video here is kind, encouraging and very helpful for today.
The accompanying article Why the Current Moment Is An Opportunity holds extremely clear,
fascinating, well-documented scientific information on an unusual, refreshing view of germs, viruses,
etc. More links below,
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For our Future, Freedom and our Children
This time is scary. No wonder some don’t want to think about it, or add more stress to
what they’re already in. Well maybe we should care enough to make that sacrifice. If you care
for dear old Nana, won’t you care for tiny babies yet to come?
Our own lives and our children’s lives and futures are at stake.
There are remedies for all that’s mentioned here, even in amazing realities that can set you
free. But not if you don’t open to it. investigate and take a stand.
Is this Lockdown truly Helpful, is it Just or could it Pose Dangers?
Many say its a threat to our health, our freedoms and more & is full of dangerous signs.
1. It hampers natural immunity, prolongs recovery and may lead to recurring waves of
lockdown, which some call mass torture or more kindly, house arrest.
2. It causes more deaths from increased stress, addiction, etc. and dire economic effects in
poor countries. Millions will die from added immune stress, bad nutrition, water, starvation,
disease, overcrowding, poor or no sanitation, etc.
3. It endangers Freedom and our future as true, social humans. Freedoms, once taken, are
never restored. (as in 9-11’s Patriot Act)
4. Money- Power trail (they’re making it while we lose it.) shows Big government, media,
the Big medical etc., is “business first”, bent to their own gain.

5. All of this generates and reinforces fear, stress (immune system suppressor) alienation,
isolation and “otherness.” Big ads tell us we’re so “one”, “in this together”, etc. while
separating and dividing us with masking, incarceration, censorship, etc. We’re in their control,
locked in the watchful eye of Facebook, etc.
What we know--* This will likely be Repeated.
Top guns refer to “viral surges” that may come and go.
* Lockdown may create negative health, not success.
Humans tampering with nature often goes awry.
* Our future and our children’s freedoms are now at stake. We must think what we want.
Who wants to think about this awfulness, or think they’ve been duped, deceived or betrayed?
We must consider carefully who we trust, what we want and what is fair, sane and right.
If we don’t know and don’t speak up for what we want, we get more of the same.
Not being consulted in this is disturbing at the least. It comes with increased twisting and
suppression of facts and free speech, censorship, etc. from news to social media, most
specifically anything questioning vaccines is immediately removed from many sites.
We must THINK, or continue to suffer repeats of viral, economic & freedom freaking/ taking.
____________________________________________________
Think:
The Players and the Interests
To know what’s going on, let us look at whose interests are being served in this.
Does anyone among the Players have our interests at heart? Who stands to gain?
The Players
1. Big Government
We may hope that there really is a big Daddy out there who has our best interest at heart?
Could it be big government? If so, that’s news to me.

2. Big Media
Who today doesn’t know the media is owned by five big corporations who now decide
what information is shared around the world.
Do you trust big media to choose your interests over their own business, payoffs and
concerns? they’re in business, their own bottom line is top priority.
3. Big Medicine
Big Medicine puts its bank balance first.
If they cared about our health, they’d be talking about the root problem which is the pool of
susceptible people and their failed immune health. And how to remedy it. Not a peep on that.
Big Medical profits and influence is now growing as the go- to in health and its vaccines
are up for big gain (more than money, possibly). If not for their lousy stewardship of health, we
wouldn’t have so many “susceptible” (ill, that is) people! Again, not a peep from them or
media, in deep pockets.
4. More Gains-- Planned, Irresistible & Ready Bonus-- Big Money and big business’ profits
flow in times of crisis. Huge internet gains, more medical & media money flows through many
sources, including picking the pockets of the newly disadvantaged Their hooke up” and ready
to reap now- reduced properties, etc., to grow their portfolios. Some say this whole thing was
expected ot planned. At any rate, big advantages are rolling in and big biz, etc. certainly won’t
speak out against a repeat performance. Oh its been in mind… A “test run” of pandemic crisis
was run in 2016 (Exercise Cygnus) using “Influenza Pandemic Preparedness and Response”
plans that were tested and failed miserably-- but not revised. Yet another virus outbreak was
expected in due course. (Like now?) Along with what they’re saying about expecting more
viral waves it sure looks like this WILL be repeated.
5. Big Profiteers-- Big Food, Big Farming, Big Pharma, etc., keep Media Mum
Big Food, Big Farming and Big Medicine team up to lobby (some say bully) their way to
power. They too won’t talk about their contribution to the sick and susceptible. And guaranteed
it won’t be brought up in the mainstream media (MSM) in their pockets. Foods engineered for
shelf life and addiction, pesticides, GMOs, pollutants, electromagnetic technologies (Top news
ad spots paid by Spectrum) etc., to profit on the backs of our ill- health. Of course they work
together, they’re all in the same business. A “conspiracy”? Rather, its good business!
____________________________________________
* Top Advisors, etc. Hospitals, we know, are all business-- money first. There’s plenty of bad
news on the big medical advisers-- Fauchi, CDC and other big players who own vaccine
patents. Beware-- their vested interest is on record on the internet today but what with the

censorship, it soon may not be. If you care about access to truth, there’s much more to know-more is linked below.
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Article-- Covid: The Numbers Game and the Final Story
This comprehensive article looks at flu in Europe and specific countries, and more.
Bookmark the permalink. May5 by Jon Rappoport
Summary: Covid: The Numbers Game and the Final Story
In brief: Figures for ordinary flu, for the whole planet-- “Influenza is a highly contagious
respiratory illness that is responsible for significant morbidity and mortality. Approximately 9%
of the world’s population is affected annually, with up to 1 billion infections, 3 to 5 million
severe cases, and 300,000 to 500,000 deaths each year.” a study in the Journal, Pharmacy and
Therapeutics
WHO Europe pegs the death figure higher: “A recent study found that worldwide up to
650,000 people die of respiratory diseases linked to seasonal influenza each year…”
The COVID global death toll stands at 245,000. For roughly half a year. So, for 2020,
COVID could approach the number of seasonal flu deaths. What about the next 10 or 20 years?
Flu deaths are astronomically high year after year. But there is no lockdown for that.
So on what basis—comparing seasonal flu and COVID—do we now have a COVID
planetary lockdown, versus no lockdowns for seasonal flu at any time? It makes no sense.
Given the long-term track record of the flu, and the official response, meaning no lockdowns, it
makes absolutely no sense to have a lockdown now.
The official numbers don’t support it. But there IS a lockdown now. Bookmark the permalink.
Summary & excerpts with added comment by this editor-- Article from
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/05/05/covid-the-numbers-game-the-fraud-and-thefinal-answer Bookmark the permalink. May5 by Jon Rappoport
__________________________________
COVID Numbers – All COVID-19 case numbers are meaningless when properly reviewed.
THE PROOF:

#1. FIRST: Researchers have never properly discovered a new virus in China in the first
place. Their claim of having done so is false. Just one: https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/04/
cdcs-failed-coronavirus-tests-were-tainted-with-coronavirus-feds-confirm/
#2. SECOND: Testing is Not Vetted- Flaws, Falsities & More
The #1 widespread diagnostic test for the virus in a patient, the PCR, is riddled with
irreparable flaws. It spits out false-positives, because the test reacts to the presence of irrelevant
germs that have nothing to do with a purported COVID. Most importantly the test has never
been vetted, in the real world, for its claimed ability to detect whether a patient is ill or is going
to become ill. FDA has overridden its own rules on accepting the results of a test because its a “
public emergency”. Its different than approving the test. Thus, the FDA will say no more than
that the test “may possibly test for Covid”) The rates of inaccuracy range from as great as 80%.
In other words this says again that all case numbers for COVID are meaningless.
* There are many evidences for the above. See Links below.
#3. THIRD: Many diagnoses of COVID are based on no tests at all, but rather eyeball
assessment, guesswork, unproven assumptions, maybe even outright lying, or, in China, CT
scans of the lungs, which prove nothing about the presence of COVID or any other supposedly
causative virus. Therefore, again, case numbers of COVID are meaningless.

#4. FOUR: Flu #s lack Positive Identification:
All seasonal flu or flu-like numbers may well be meaningless. Just one illustration-- Peter
Doshi’s shocking investigation of US flu deaths, reported in the online BMJ, “…CDC claims
36,000 Americans annually die from flu…Meanwhile, according to the CDC’s National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS), “influenza and pneumonia” took 62,034 lives in 2001—61 777 of
which were attributed to pneumonia and 257 to flu, and in only 18 cases was flu virus
positively identified…” (December 10, 2005)

#5. FIVE: Lockdown May Hamper Natural Immunity= More Illness, Delivered Slowly
IF medical models are true, (which many don’t believe) the lockdown is still unjustified.
We know people have been falling ill from way back with respiratory problems of various
kinds. Yet the human race has survived without a lockdown on the scale we have now. If you
wanted to enable general immunity (aka health), regardless of how you define or describe it,
you would instead promote people being in close contact with one another. To postpone
immunity/health, you would lock people up and separate them.
There are many views on this available-- see links below.

#6. SIX: Virus Testing and Theory Bogus from the Start Billions of germs and viruses are
present in the human body at all times. We are meant to live with symbiotically with them.
Often, they aid the body’s healing process. They may be present in illness but are in no way
proven to cause it.
The requirements called for by the ruling scientific theory to prove a germ was the cause of
an illness have never been met. Just one example-- When scientists tried to isolate the virus (a
requirement of the science) they were unable to do so. Instead they bypassed vital parts of the
protocol, such as having a control group and testing it to see if it also had the same strain. In
another instance, a court in Germany ruled that Measles had not been proven to be a disease.
Viruses and germs do not cause disease. Viruses, science shows, are actually dead matter and
cannot act. But that’s a whole other story. Links Below
#7. SEVEN: Medical Intervention = Increased Death Rates
Iatrogenic, or physician- caused illness is the third cause of death in the U.S. And that’s only
out of the acts that modern doctors know about. There are many, many medical interventions
they don’t know about that are also highly toxic. If those were added in, iatrogenic illness could
easily be the second or even the first cause of death. Many in natural health have long seen the
vast majority of medical practices as dangerous. Most of us also views germs, contagion, etc.,
quite differently. These often play a vital part in the body’s innate healing processes. What MDs
don’t understand prolongs suffering, hastens death and fills the labs and libraries of natural
health proponents. When we get the casualty statistics for so- called COVID we don’t know:
1. If the subject had the virus or were properly tested. (which is actually shown to be
impossible by the notes above.)
2. What medical treatments were administered that may have contributed to the death?
If medical “science” was so great, we wouldn’t have so many unhealthy people sitting now
as lambs for slaughter from a flu. In fact, we wouldn’t even be calling this a “pandemic.”
_______________________________________________________

You May Also Want To Know:
The Falsities of Medicine
Medicine was not chosen for its excellence in health care. Rather, other schools of health
were forced to close by John D. Rockefeller’s tactics in the late 1800’s. Not for health but to
ensure their profits.
Many know the foundations of medical care as dangerously erroneous.
As to the true causes of illness and disease, that is a whole story in itself, told under many
varied names, often relating to nature or natural. Anyone would do well by their own health to
investigate, educate themselves and work these methods with a qualified guide or doctor.
Links below
________________________________________
The word is –
With viral surges predicted – this will be repeated
If you care, to safeguard our freedom and those of our children, and maybe to see health
more productively-Let us Think what we want, and ask ourselves what is right.
If we don’t speak we get no voice. And this will happen again-- more likely getting worse as
we go, as we start to buy in tolerate this as being normal.
May you investigate, think and break free.
_________________ ________________________________
Links and Proofs are in the following:
QuestioningCovid.com –- KauaiTruth.com – LuckyinKauai.com -- Dr. Shiva interview
on YouTube. Suggested Read--“Two vital experiments that have never been done,” J.
Rappoport’s refutation of both the discovery of a new virus and the validity of the PCR test.
(link also below)
Opening Minds: The Video here is kind, encouraging and very helpful for today.
Natural & New German Health Accompanying article Why the Current Moment Is An Opportunity
is extremely clear, fascinating, well-documented and scientific an unusual, refreshing view on germs,
viruses, etc. More at Articles from Natural Health-- The Truth about Disease

Koch's Postulates / The Truth about Germs; Koch's Postulates, More
____________________________________________
_________________ ________________________________

NOTES
Media-- NOT a Friend
MEDIA OWNERS – By 2000, six corporations had ownership of most media, and today five
corporations dominate most news and media: Time Warner, Disney, Murdoch's News
Corporation, Bertelsmann of Germany and Viacom. These 5 now decide what information is
shared around the world. The resultant narrowing of choices removes from us the full spectrum
of views and information with which to choose governing policies.
Many see the “corporatizing” of media as a threat to democracy itself. Ben Bagdikian,
Pulitzer-prize winning journalist and author of The New Media Monopoly, describes the five
media giants as a “cartel” that wields enough influence to change U.S. politics and define social
values. Even on the Internet now 80 percent of the top 20 online news sites are owned by big
conglomerates and the 100 largest media companies. A few major news organizations (5
newspapers) are not owned by the “big five,” but they too are subject to the conglomerate
machine.
Do *********
Is the CDC Your Friend?--*
Is the CDC an Honest Player? Known Fact: Cdc owns vaccine patents,has many vested
interests. Known Fact: During the Swine Flu “epidemic” the CDC stopped counting cases.
CBS investigative reporter Sharyl Attkisson found out why. "The routine testing of tissue
samples from the most likely Swine Flu patients was coming back, in the overwhelming
percentage of cases, with: NO SIGN OF SWINE FLU OR ANY OTHER KIND OF FLU." Her
article about this scandal was published on the CBS News website. But the next, bigger step,
putting out the story on CBS t.v. news---was shut down along with any future investigation on
it. No other major news outlet in the world picked up her article. I don’t wonder, being that the
main stream media (MSM) is in the pocket of corporations, (the big 5 plus medical,
etc.) bureaucrats, agencies and NGO's that are un-elected, unscrupulous and very well funded.
Of course they protected the CDC-- another case of liars protecting liars?
_________________ ________________________________
Links and Proofs here:
QuestioningCovid.com –- KauaiTruth.com – LuckyinKauai.com -- Dr. Shiva interview
on YouTube. Suggested Read--“Two vital experiments that have never been done,” J.
Rappoport’s refutation of both the discovery of a new virus and the validity of the PCR test.
(link also below)

Opening Minds: The Video here is kind, encouraging and very helpful for today.
Natural & New German Health Accompanying article Why the Current Moment Is An Opportunity
is extremely clear, fascinating, well-documented and scientific an unusual, refreshing view on germs,
viruses, etc. More at Articles from Natural Health-- The Truth about Disease
Koch's Postulates / The Truth about Germs; Koch's Postulates, More
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